
Product Overview
RxViral’s IMU Patches are made with latex and cotton, too comfortably be applied onto the skin. IMU patches  will 
be heated up under a light inorder for the patch to absorb the molucuels. Once the patch has absorbed the molecules 
it will begin to quickly move the molecules to be active enough to penetrate the skin. The IMU Patches will begin 
transparent when it is applied and transition into a solid green when the vaccine has gone through transdermally. If 
for any reason the skin is rejecting the IMU patches you will automatically be alerted once it transitions into a solid 
red. The patch will be applied for a time period of two days and it’s placement will be on the arm or on a babies back 
so they won’t be able to remove it. After the two day time period the IMU Patch can easily be removed and disposed 
without any environmental hazards, because the IMU Patch will completely release the vaccine causing zero effect’s 
to the environment. IMU Patches will also be waterproof in order for you to continue with your daily activities with 
out being affected.



Frequently Asked Question:
What if the patches is accidentally removed?
If the patch were to accidentally be removed after 1 day or 1 day and a half we have a solution to solve the problem. 
RxViral will be producing 1/4, 1/2, or 3/4 of a dose to continue releasing the vaccine where left off. The way this 
will be determined is based on the color it is at when the IMU Patch has been removed. There will be different level’s 
of green based on the time it has been releasing the vaccine.

RxViral’s IMU Patches will have a foil backing 
underneth the latex surface to hold heat and keep the 
molecules active. The molecules active allow the 
vaccine too go through the skin transdermally, with 
in two days. The center of the patch is the 
immunization reciever, which is what hold’s the 
vaccine that will be administrated and penetrated 
into the skin. The membrane seperate’s the vaccine 
from the adhesive. So when the vaccine is being 
transmitted through the skin the adhesive does not 
afecct the administration of it being delivered 
completely, without mixing the adhesives molecules 
with the vaccines. 


